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WHEEL OF FORTUNE
When this Melbourne home flooded, its 
creative owners turned their misfortune 
into a win for the whole family.

SIDEBOARD / Charred Memories, a collection of ceramics (left) by 
Tania Jeffery that were inspired by the Black Saturday fires, takes 
pride of place on the sideboard in the living room. Pots (centre and 
right) are mementos from a trip to Mexico. Painting by unknown 
artist. Sideboard custom made by KMJ Cabinets and Design. 
ENTRANCE / Ceramicist Debbie Weinmann in the inviting new 
entrance to her home. An old railway cart has been repurposed as a 
perch for plants. Plant pots, Established for Design. 
Smart buy: Steel plant stands, from $55/each, Mr Kitly.  
FOR WHERE TO BUY, SEE PAGE 186.
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T he Weinmann family had no plans to renovate their home 
in Melbourne’s south when they set off on holiday in January 
2011. That all changed when, in their absence, a water pipe 
in the upstairs bathroom burst and flooded the first floor, 

causing the ceiling beneath to collapse and water to inundate the 
downstairs carpet. When the family arrived home after two weeks 
away, they walked into a mouldy disaster zone.

Looking on the bright side, Debbie and Jacob Weinmann, who live 
here with their three teenage children Benjamin, Ariella and Mia, used 
the water damage as a catalyst for a whole-home refresh.  

Having lived in the three-bedroom property since 1997, Debbie and 
Jacob had a good understanding of what they needed. They called on 
architect Russell Casper of Casper Architecture & Design, whose plan 
was to put the house back together, with little improvements here and 
there. “Russell presented us with a sketch that won us over straight away,” 
says Debbie, a ceramicist and part-time occupational therapist. “I pinned 
that image on my study wall and enjoyed watching it become a reality.” 

An 18-month renovation ensued. Some f looring and walls were 
removed but internally the structure is much the same. “Downstairs, 
we put in a new kitchen, opening it up into what used to be the kids’ 
playroom,” says Debbie. “We also created a ceramic studio for me in 
what was a separate laundry. It’s now connected to the house and just 
manages to fit in the pottery wheel and all my equipment.”  > 

LIVING / left and opposite A monochromatic palette allows 
artworks to have maximum impact. Artworks by Rosella 
Namok (left), Mirka Moira (opposite, above fireplace) and John 
Kelly (opposite, rear wall). Sofa and cushions, Jardan.  
Rug, RC+D. Floor lamp, ISM Objects. Ping chandelier, Mance 
Design. Side table, AJAR Furniture & Design. 
Smart buy: Knitted ottomans, $29/each, Kmart. 
STUDIO / The renovation provided an opportunity to create  
a ceramics studio for Debbie. Above the sink, plastic buckets 
are hung from wall hooks (all from Ikea), a simple and effective 
way to stow tools tidily. FOR WHERE TO BUY, SEE PAGE 186.

‘ Our home is the perfect size for us 
now. There’s plenty of room to 
spread out without getting lost.’ 
Debbie Weinmann
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This is the life
“When we first drove down our street, we were 
enchanted by the streetscape,” says Debbie.  
“The established plane trees formed a gorgeous 
canopy and all the houses were a similar style. 
We had inspected many houses over several 
months in our quest to find the perfect home,  
so we knew immediately that this was ‘the one’.  
Three kids later, we use every room and nothing  
is too precious.”

Dulux  
Natural White
interior, throughout

Porter’s Paints 
Truffle

Try these accents

Murobond  
Paint  
Azure

THE PALETTE
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DINING / The dining table also performs as an art and craft 
workspace for this creative family. Dining table, Mark Tuckey. 
Dining chairs, Poliform. Banquette and cushions, Jardan. 
Prints, Luke Furniture. Table lamp, Freedom (discontinued). 
Ceramics, Debbie Weinmann Ceramics. Vertical plant stand  
(in courtyard), Space. 
Designer buy: Kenneth Cobonpue for Hive Crokkis floor vase, 
$994, Ke-zu. FOR WHERE TO BUY, SEE PAGE 186.
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KITCHEN / “The kitchen/dining room is probably the most 
used room in the house,” says Debbie. Coco pendant light,  
Cult. Jaipur reconstituted-stone benchtop and splashback  
in Thyme, Stone Italiana. Stools, AJAR Furniture & Design. 
Artwork by Rosella Namok. Stumpies stool (in hall), Pop & 
Scott. American-oak flooring, Harper & Sandilands.  
FOYER / The spacious foyer creates a grand first impression. 
Rug, RC+D. Console, Zuster. Artworks by Chris Langlois (on 
wall) and Kathryn Ryan (on console). Ceramics by Debbie 
Weinmann Ceramics. 
MIA’S ROOM / “The decor of each child’s room reflects  
their personality,” says Debbie. Light, stool and cushions,  
Crate Expectations. Bedlinen, Hunting for George. Carpet, 
Melbourne Floors. Artwork by Marianna Marx. FOR WHERE  

TO BUY, SEE PAGE 186.

My creative space
“Having a studio at home is wonderful,” says 
Debbie. “I love that I can just pop in and work on 
my ceramics whenever I have a free minute. My 
ceramics are meant to be used and enjoyed. I held 
my first group exhibition in December 2014 and 
had fun selling my ceramics in a pop-up shop. I get 
a real buzz from people enjoying my work and 
taking it home with them.” 
www.debbieweinmannceramics.com.
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<  The main bedroom was always on ground level, but converting a 
smaller adjacent bedroom into a walk-through wardrobe and ensuite 
bathroom has transformed it into a lovely main suite. Upstairs, two 
new bedrooms and a bathroom were added and one of the existing  
two bedrooms converted into a teenage retreat. “Now all three children 
have their privacy, plus somewhere to hang out with their friends,”  
says Debbie.

Russell advised on the major design decisions, such as replacing all 
the timber-framed windows with larger steel-framed ones to allow 
more light in throughout. He also suggested removing the mantel on 
the fireplace and cladding it in bluestone tiles. 

Interior designer Anouche Levy from Anouche Design stepped in to 
assist with the selection of furnishings and fabrics. “She was an enormous 
help; I bounced a lot of ideas off her and she gave me directions on 
places to source products,” says Debbie.

The renovation has changed the way the Weinmanns use their home. 
“Before, we had a country-style kitchen we loved and carpet throughout. 
In those days we spent a lot of time outside,” says Debbie. “Now the 
house has easy-care floorboards and a contemporary feel that lends 
itself to having people over, so we love it even more.”  #

Casper Architecture & Design, Malvern, Victoria; (03) 9500 9599  
or casperarchitecture.com.au. Anouche Design, Toorak, Victoria;  
0413 032 777. 

Creative
thinking

American-oak floorboards 
in Mink Grey were treated to 
a matt finish to highlight the 

grain. Scratches and dust 
are also less visible. 


